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Datasets

Susceptibility to earthquake forcing (statistical)

TABLE 1
Involved
Surface Geology Type

Number of 
landslides Duration

Seismicity
(M max)

New 
Zealand

~270,000
km²

Heteroge-
neous

Rockfalls
and slides

2100
(1158)

6 years
(6)

Strong - local
7.8

Yosemite
Park

~100 km²
Granite Rockfalls

519
(215)

147 years
(72)

Strong -
regional

7.5

Grenoble
area

~100 km
long cliff

Limestone Rockfalls
57

(28)
34 years

(16)

Medium -
regional

5.9

Val d’Arly ~7 km long 
road

Micaschists Rockfalls
220
(78)

52 years
(11)

Medium -
regional

5.3

TABLE 2 ∆/L ∆ M

NZ + + +
NZ without - - -

Four catalogues were studied: the whole New Zealand (NZ) area, the
Yosemite massif (USA) and two massifs in the French Alps, which are
representative of different seismic and geological settings, the catalogues
span on different time periods, with different number of events (Table 1).
We study the time and size patterns of the landslides. The NZ catalogue
presents a distribution in time with one-day “crisis” of large landslide rate
whereas the French Alps catalogues have rather constant rates over time (Fig.
1). All distribution in volume fit a power law, with an exponent within the ~0.3 -
0.4 range (Fig. 2).

We used Linde and Sacks (1998) method to analyze the interaction between
landslides and earthquakes. Conditionning the time on the earthquake

Fig. 1
(…) number of landslides (or years) in common to associated seismicity catalogue 

Susceptibility to earthquake & climate forcing
(deterministic)

We compared the time series of landslides and earthquakes. A
deterministic response (Fig.3) to earthquakes (around 95th month )and
rainfall (around 97th and 110th month) was found for New Zealand
(for all seismicity catalogue or for the 1158 biggest earthquakes). A
questionable deterministic response was found for Yosemite but only
for the 215 biggest events (Fig. 4). No deterministic response was
found for the French Alps catalogues.

Fig. 5: 
NZ

Fig. 6: 
Yosemite 

We analyze the preliminary results on the susceptibility of landslides to external forcing such as earthquakes and climate (rainfall and temperature). Deterministic and
statistical properties are extracted on four landslides catalogues. We use these results to tentatively extract the relative role of the climate forcing and the earthquake forcing
on the landslide triggering processes, for different geomechanical settings.

Fig. 4

Yosemite time series

Fig. 3

New Zealand time series
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NZ without
crisis - - -

Yosemite
Park + - -

Grenoble
area - - -

Val d’Arly - - -

TABLE 4
Susceptibility

Eqs Climate

New 
Zealand + +

Yosemite
Park + -

Grenoble
cliffs - +

Val d’Arly - +

1/ Climate forcing and geological setting 
(granite vs limestone)?

2/ Climate forcing > moderate size eqs forcing?

3/ Climate forcing as an index of past eqs shaking?
TABLE 3

Dim Correlation Time distribution 
(Marsan, 2007)Time Space

New Zealand ~0.2 ~0.9 Uniform 

NZ 1158 eqs ~0.8 ~1.0 Uniform

NZ without crisis ~0.7 ~0.9 Uniform

Yosemite Park ~0.5 No data Uniform

Yosemite 215 eqs ~0.8 ~1.2 Uniform

Grenoble area ~0.7 No data Uniform

Grenoble 28 eqs ~0.7 ~1.3 Uniform

Val d’Arly ~0.7 No data Uniform

VA 78 eqs ~0.8 ~1.1 Uniform

Susceptibility to climate forcing (statistical)

Space and time correlation

Open questions

landslides and earthquakes. Conditionning the time on the earthquake
occurrence time t0, we stack time series of landslides relatively to the
earthquake date, for different distances ∆ quake-slide, different magnitudes M
and different ∆/L (with L the ruptured fault length). Fig. 5 and 6 show the best
signal to noise ratio (S/N) results for New Zealand and Yosemite Park
respectively. Table 2 gives the results for all catalogues depending on ∆, M and
∆/L. Same analysis was performed for the NZ catalogue without the three crisis
days: no response to earthquakes was found.

A statistical response to climate was found for the New Zealand
(with and without crisis) and French Alps catalogues (Fig. 7, 9 and
10) as a non random monthly occurrence rate (peak in winter
greater than 3 standard deviations). No response was found for the
Yosemite Park (Fig. 8).

NZ Yosemite 
Park

Fig. 9Fig. 8Fig. 7
We quantify time and space clustering of the landslide occur-
-rences by comparing them to the biggest earthquakes and
to uniform distributions. The dimension of correlation D (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1982) was calculated with the 2-
point slope method from Eneva (1996). D was difficult to calculate and asked questions about the fractality of our
datasets. If we consider D as relievable (Table 3), we found the NZ landslides as the most clusterized in time (Fig. 10),
then the Yosemite Park landslides, then the French Alps landslides and all earthquake catalogues and last the uniform
distribution (D ≈ 1). The dimension of correlation in space gives D ≈ 1 for the NZ landslides (Fig. 11) and 1<D<1.3 for
the different earthquake catalogues whereas D ≈ 2 for the uniform distribution. We also found from Marsan (2007)
method that landslides, as for big earthquakes, showed no correlation with themselves.

(+ stands for signal around t=0, - stands 
for no signal)
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Dimension of correlation in time (NZ landslides) Dimension of correlation in space (NZ landslides)


